QT Interval Heterogeneities Induced Through Local Epicardial Warming/Cooling. An Experimental Study
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A B S T R A C T

Introduction and objectives: Abnormal QT interval durations and dispersions have been associated with increased risk of ventricular arrhythmias. The present study examines the possible arrhythmogenic effect of inducing QT interval variations through local epicardial cooling and warming.

Methods: In 10 isolated rabbit hearts, the temperatures of epicardial regions of the left ventricle were modified in a stepwise manner (from 22 °C to 42 °C) with simultaneous electrogram recording in these regions and in others of the same ventricle. QT and activation-recovery intervals were determined during sinus rhythm, whereas conduction velocity and ventricular arrhythmia induction were determined during programmed stimulation.

Results: In the area modified from baseline temperature (37 °C), the QT (standard deviation) was prolonged with maximum hyperthermia (195 [47] vs 149 [12] ms; P < .05) and shortened with hyperthermia (143 [18] vs 152 [27] ms; P < .05). The same behavior was displayed for the activation-recovery interval. The conduction velocity decreased with hyperthermia and increased with hyperthermia. No changes were seen in the other unmodified area. Repetitive responses were seen in 5 experiments, but no relationship was found between their occurrence and hyperthermia or hypothermia (P > .34).

Conclusions: In the experimental model employed, local variations in the epicardial temperature modulate the QT interval, activation-recovery interval, and conduction velocity. Induction of heterogeneities did not promote ventricular arrhythmia occurrence.

© 2014 Sociedad Española de Cardiología. Published by Elsevier España, S.L.U. All rights reserved.

Heterogeneidades inducidas en el intervalo QT mediante enfriamiento/calentamiento epicárdico local. Estudio experimental

R E S U M E N

Introducción y objetivos: La duración anormal del intervalo QT o su dispersión se han asociado con un incremento en el riesgo de arritmias ventriculares. Se analiza el posible efecto arritmogénico de sus variaciones inducidas mediante enfriamiento y calentamiento local epicárdico.

Métodos: En 10 corazones aislados de conejo, se modificó escalonadamente la temperatura de una región epicárdica del ventrículo izquierdo (22 ± 42 °C), registrando simultáneamente los electrogramas en dicha zona y en otra del mismo ventrículo. En ritmo sinusal, se determinó el QT y el intervalo de recuperación de la activación y, mediante estimulación programada, la velocidad de conducción y la inducción de arritmias ventriculares.

Resultados: En la zona modificada respecto al valor basal (37 °C), el QT se prolongó en hipotermia máxima (195 ± 47 frente a 149 ± 12 ms; p < 0,05) y se acortó en hipoterminia (143 ± 18 frente a 152 ± 27 ms; p < 0,05). El intervalo de recuperación de la activación tuvo el mismo comportamiento. La velocidad de conducción disminuyó en hipotermia y aumentó en hipotermia. No hubo cambios en la otra zona. Se observaron respuestas repetitivas en cinco experimentos, pero no se encontró dependencia entre su aparición y las condiciones de hipotermia e hipotermia inducidas (p > 0,34).
INTRODUCCIÓN

El interés está creciendo en la utilidad clínica del electrocardiograma de los cambios en el intervalo QT. Abnormal QT interval durations, both short and long, have been associated with increased risk of malignant ventricular arrhythmias. Future ventricular tachyarrhythmias can be predicted by ventricular repolarization heterogeneity, which may be indicated by QT dispersion. The QT dispersion is defined as the difference between the longest and shortest QT intervals obtained with 12-lead electrocardiography. This indicator can be corrected using heart rate, although there is some controversy regarding the benefit of using a corrected QT dispersion.

Controlled modification of the QT interval in experimental models may be useful for studying the mechanisms of cardiac arrhythmias. Cardiac electrophysiology can be affected by both physical and pharmacological agents, with temperature belonging to the first category. Thus, both hypothermia and hyperthermia can be used as tools in isolated heart studies for modifying baseline values of the QT interval, as well as those of other parameters. If the thermal modifications are localized, the local effects on the QT interval cause an increase in the QT dispersion, thereby causing purportedly arrhythmogenic situations. Prolongation of the QT interval and widening of the QRS complex on surface electrocardiogram are typical symptoms of hypothermic situations. Another sign is a slowing of the heart rate when the hypothermia is widespread, via an effect on the sinoatrial node. Few studies, including experimental models, have analyzed the effect of localized temperature variations on the QT interval. In the present study, we used a device that directly modifies the temperature of an area of the epicardial surface whose electrical activity is being recorded. The technical aspects of this method have previously been described, and preliminary use of the technique has shown its ability for locally modulating the electrophysiological substrate of the epicardium.

In the experimental isolated heart model, heterogeneity induced by local thermal modifications in the electrophysiological substrate of the epicardial tissue can facilitate the occurrence of repetitive responses or ventricular fibrillation. In the current work, we use the previously developed thermal modification device to evaluate the possible arrhythmogenic effect of inducing QT dispersion.

MÉTODOS

Preparación Experimental. Modificación de la Temperatura

Experimentos fueron realizados en conformidad con el Decreto Real 1201/2005 del 10 de octubre de 2005 sobre el uso de animales. Ten新西兰兔子被使用（平均重量2.5 ± 0.3 kg）。使用麻醉（腹腔内，35 mg/kg）和肝素化，动物被通过颈动脉杀伤。心脏（平均重量8.9 ± 1.6 g）被移除并浸没在冷（4 °C）Tyrode溶液中。隔离时间，aorta连接到Langendorff系统用于通过Tyrode溶液传输在60 mmHg和温度37(0.5) °C。millimolar组成的Tyrode液体是：130.0 NaCl, 24.2 NaHCO3, 4.7 KCl, 2.2 CaCl2, 1.2 Na2HPO4, 0.6 MgCl2, and 12.0 glucose. Oxygenation was performed with a mix of 95% O2 and 5% CO2. A multiple electrode was situated at the anterior wall of the left ventricle (modified area) for epicardial mapping with an integrated thermoelectric system (128 unipolar electrodes; 1-mm interelectrode spacing) for temperature modification and control. A conventional multiple electrode was situated at the epicardial surface of the posterolateral wall of the left ventricle (unmodified area). The temperatures of both areas were monitored using type K thermocouple probes. The first of these was integrated into the recording surface of the thermal modification device; the second was placed in a remote area of the ventricular epicardium of the left ventricular posterior wall. A bipolar epicardial stimulating electrode was used (diameter, 0.125 mm; interelectrode distance, 1 mm), located between the areas covered by the 2 electrodes (Figure 1) and connected to a GRASS S88 stimulator equipped with a stimulus isolation unit. Stimuli were applied via a train of rectangular pulses 2 ms in duration and at a voltage equal to double the diastolic threshold. Electrogram recordings were obtained through a cardiac electrical activity mapping system (MAPTECH; Waalre, Netherlands). The reference electrode consisted of a 4 x 6 mm silver plate located over the cannulated aorta. All signals were amplified with a 100 Hz-300 Hz gain, filtered (bandwidth, 1 Hz-400 Hz), multiplexed, and digitalized (resolution, 12 bits). The sampling rate was 1000 Hz per channel. Thermocouple temperature was recorded with Fluke® digital thermometers (Fluke Co.; Everett, Washington, United States).

Protocolo

Protocolo de Modificación de la Temperatura

Fifteen minutes after electrode positioning, the temperature of the modified area was reduced in 5 °C steps by regulating the electrical current of the thermoelectric device. The epicardial temperature was maintained at each step for at least 2 minutes (in the following order: 37, 32, 27, 22, 37, 42, and 37 °C) before electrical recording and stimulation.

Protocolo de Estimulación Eléctrica

At each of the target temperatures, a ventricular extrastimuli test was applied with a train of 10 basic stimuli, decreasing the coupling interval of the additional stimuli in 5-ms steps from the basic cycle until capture failed. The process was repeated with 1, 2, and 3 extrastimuli, in that order. In the case of 2 and 3 extrastimuli, the penultimate extrastimuli were given a value that was 15 ms higher than the interval at which capture failure occurred in the
Data Analyzed

In each of the 2 areas analyzed and at each temperature, the following parameters were determined during sinus rhythm: a) QT interval, measured from the initiation of activity until the end of the T wave, considering the moment in which a change occurs in the slope of the wave or the intersection with the isoelectric line (mean of 5 measurements), and b) activation-recovery interval (ARI), measured as the interval between the minimum derivative of the QRS complex and the maximum derivative of the T wave (mean of 5 measurements). The following were determined during programmed stimulation: a) number of repetitive responses, with 1 or more spontaneous depolarizations after an extrastimuli not directly produced by external stimulation or from the sinus node counted as 1 unit, and b) longitudinal conduction velocity (CV) from activation maps obtained in a basic stimulation cycle of 250 ms, calculated by dividing the distance between 2 electrodes located perpendicularly to isochrones separated by at least 5 mm, one of which was situated close to the stimulation site, by the difference between their activation times.

Statistical Analysis

Data are presented as mean (SD). Comparisons between 2 groups of data were performed using a Student t test for matched data, whereas comparisons among groups of data were performed using one-way analysis of variance (repeated-measures analysis of variance). Determination of the relationship among variables was performed using a chi-square test for contingency tables. Linear regressions between pairs of variables were performed using the least squares method. Differences at $P < .05$ were considered significant. Statistical analysis was performed by using SPSS® (SPSS Inc.) statistical analysis software and the Excel 2007 spreadsheet of Microsoft® Office.

RESULTS

QT Interval

The effect of local temperature changes on the QT interval are shown in Figure 2. Epicardial signals from 1 experiment are shown, corresponding to an electrode located in the modified area and another in the unmodified area, at the perfusion temperature, maximum hypothermia, and hyperthermia. Local cooling caused a prolongation of the QT interval at the modified area, while no significant changes were seen in this parameter in the other area. Similarly, warming the area of operation reduced the QT interval, which was not seen in the remote area.

The sequence of variations in the QT interval in the modified and unmodified areas is shown in Figure 3. Localized thermal modifications produced variations in the QT from baseline. Likewise, the modifications produced differences from the remote area.
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**Figure 1.** Schematic representation of the location of the electrodes in the experimental setup used. LVANT, left ventricular anterior wall; LVPOST, left ventricular posterior wall; MA, modified area; RV, right ventricle; ST, stimulation site; TC, thermocouple; UA, unmodified area.

![Figure 2](image2.png)

**Figure 2.** Electrogram segments simultaneously recorded in a channel of the modified area and another of the unmodified area, under control (37 °C), hypothermia (22 °C), and hyperthermia (42 °C) conditions, corresponding to 1 of the experiments. MA, modified area; QT, QT interval; UA, unmodified area.
area. The QT changes in the unmodified area were not significant ($P < .92$).

There was a linear relationship between the QT interval and the temperature in the modified area ($0.80 < |r| < 0.97; P < .05$). Regression fits of 3 of the experiments are shown in Figure 4. Applying regression analysis to the data of all experiments resulted in the following regression line: QT interval in the modified area = $-2.93 \times$ temperature of the modified area + 261 ($r = -0.67; P < .0001$).

**Activation-recovery Interval**

The ARI results in the modified and unmodified areas are shown in the Table, together with the temperatures reached at each step. As was the case with the QT interval, the localized thermal modifications produced variations in the ARI from baseline. Similarly, the modifications produced differences from the ARI of the remote area. The changes in the ARI from baseline in the unmodified area were not statistically significant ($P < .89$).

**Conduction Velocity**

In the modified area, a signification reduction in the CV was seen with hypothermia (68 [16] cm/s at 22°C vs 75 [16] cm/s at 37°C; $P < .05$), as well as an increase with hyperthermia (80 [18] cm/s at 42°C vs 75 [16] cm/s at 37°C; $P < .05$). In contrast, the changes in this parameter did not reach statistical significance in the region not subjected to thermal modifications (75 [20] cm/s; $P > .22$; and 76 [23] vs 69 [15] cm/s; $P > .26$).

**Presence of Repetitive Responses**

Analysis of the signals obtained in all executions of the ventricular extrastimulus test after application of the experimental protocol revealed the presence of repetitive responses in 5 of the 10 hearts (Figure 5). A total of 49 repetitive responses were obtained (37 of them from just 2 experiments): 24 were produced at the baseline temperature, 16 during hypothermia, and 9 during hyperthermia. After performing the chi-square test for contingency tables, no relationship was found between the occurrence of repetitive responses and locally induced hypothermia or hyperthermia ($P > .34$). Programmed stimulation failed to induce ventricular fibrillation, except in 1 case (produced at 22°C). In that case, the ventricular fibrillation could not be reproduced after electric shock-induced restoration of sinus rhythm and continuation of the protocol.

**DISCUSSION**

**Electrophysiological Parameters**

In the current study, gradual and stepwise localized cooling of the epicardium produced a progressive increase in the QT interval in the modified area. Similarly, warming of the area reduced the QT interval. In both cases, no concomitant changes were produced in

**Table**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step, C</th>
<th>TM, C (SD)</th>
<th>ARlm, ms (SD)</th>
<th>TU, C (SD)</th>
<th>ARlu, ms (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>36.7 (0.8)</td>
<td>114 (14)</td>
<td>37.8 (0.5)</td>
<td>111 (11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>32.0 (0.4)</td>
<td>122 (16)</td>
<td>37.5 (0.7)</td>
<td>112 (17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>26.8 (0.4)</td>
<td>130 (19)</td>
<td>37.4 (0.6)</td>
<td>110 (16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>22.3 (0.6)</td>
<td>136 (34)</td>
<td>37.4 (0.8)</td>
<td>117 (25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>37.2 (0.5)</td>
<td>111 (17)</td>
<td>37.3 (0.9)</td>
<td>115 (25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>41.8 (0.2)</td>
<td>103 (16)</td>
<td>37.6 (0.9)</td>
<td>118 (18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>37.1 (0.5)</td>
<td>120 (22)</td>
<td>37.4 (1.0)</td>
<td>120 (22)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ARlm, activation-recovery interval of the modified area; ARlu, activation-recovery interval of the unmodified area; SD, standard deviation; TM, temperature of the modified area; TU, temperature of the unmodified area.

Significantly different from the 37°C step in the modified area and from the unmodified area ($P < .05$).
the region of the same ventricle that was not subjected to temperature variations. All induced alterations disappeared upon reestablishment of the perfusion temperature, showing the reversibility of the effect. The changes observed between the 2 areas showed that the local temperature modifications applied to the modified area significantly altered the QT interval with respect to the unmodified area (Figure 3). The results at 22 °C and 42 °C are consistent with those obtained during the technical validation of the thermal modification device, in which effects were analyzed at only these 2 temperatures.16

The changes observed in the QT interval were accompanied by proportional changes in the ARI, which is correlated with the refractory period.21 Moreover, the CV decreased during hypothermia and increased during hyperthermia in the area of operation. This last parameter would be related with alterations in the resting potential and, thus, of phase zero of the action potential, as well as other factors.22,23 Thermically induced modifications in the refractoriness and the CV would have caused changes in the spread of activation, as seen in previous studies.22,24–26

With both hypothermia and hyperthermia, localized modification of the QT interval caused heterogeneity in the QT values of the ventricular myocardium. This heterogeneity was more pronounced the greater the thermal gradient between the areas.

Although various authors14,15 have already described temperature-induced changes in the QT interval, the flexibility of the method used here to gradually and specifically modify the temperature below and above the baseline temperature permits analysis of the relationship between the 2 parameters. A moderate correlation was seen between the QT interval of the modified area and temperature, and this relationship fit a regression line in the range analyzed (Figure 4).

Induction of Ventricular Arrhythmias

The localized thermal action on the ventricular epicardium created closely located regions with different electrophysiological properties, causing variability in the analyzed parameters. Various studies have attributed an arrhythmogenic effect to QT interval dispersion.11 In the present study, a programmed stimulation protocol was used to investigate the occurrence of repetitive ventricular responses as an indicator of the arrhythmogenicity of the myocardial substrate.27,28 However, application of stimuli with a short coupling interval close to the modified area during temperature modification failed to significantly alter the production of this type of response.

Therefore, the changes introduced in the epicardium were unable to establish arrhythmogenic conditions manifesting as repetitive responses or ventricular tachycardias. This finding may be due to insufficient QT dispersion, which would be affected by limitations in the extent of the thermal variations induced in the myocardium, both in extension and in depth, an aspect that was assessed during device evaluation.16

Regarding the temperature-induced modifications in the modified area itself, the variations in the CV and refractoriness (indirectly associated with the QT interval and ARI), by acting in a simultaneous but opposed manner, could have contributed to small changes in the length of the wave. This fact, together with the limited extension of the affected region, could also explain the absence of an increase in arrhythmia inducibility due to hypothermia or hyperthermia in the model used.

In another study that used an experimental model involving local cooling of an epicardial layer isolated via cryoablation,26 ventricular tachycardias were induced via programmed stimulation with sequential pulse trains of a 300-ms basic cycle followed by up to 3 extrastimuli. During hypothermia, the generation of these polymorphic tachycardias was promoted by functional reentry circuits. This discrepancy with regard to our results could be due to their use of a bidimensional model in which ablation causes vascularization loss that potentiates the cooling effect, with a consequent impact on tissue electrophysiology. Moreover, the activation in the 1-mm layer of tissue obtained by cryoablation may substantially differ from that of the substrate in our model. Regardless, in our model of electrophysiology modification, the local thermal modifications failed to cause arrhythmogenic responses, probably due to an insufficient degree of dispersion induced in the QT.

CONCLUSIONS

Localized hypothermia induces heterogeneity in the QT by prolonging the QT interval in the modified area; this prolongation is accompanied by a similar prolongation of the ARI and a decrease in the CV. Similarly, local hyperthermia increases QT dispersion by reducing the QT interval in the modified area, shortening the ARI and increasing the CV. During hypothermia, the magnitude of the effect depends on the degree of variation achieved, and there is a linear relationship between temperature and QT in the range studied.

In our experimental model, although the local variations in the epicardial temperature significantly altered the QT interval, as well as the CV and ARI, the resulting dispersion failed to cause arrhythmogenic effects, probably due to a failure to affect a sufficiently large tissue area.
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